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ABSTRACT
To fulfill the increasing need for large power generation by wind turbines, the concept of multirotor wind turbines has recently received
attention as a promising alternative to conventional massive single-rotor wind turbines. To shed light on the viability of this concept, large-
eddy simulation is employed in this study to compare wake flow properties of a multirotor wind turbine with those of a single-rotor turbine.
The wake of a multirotor turbine is found to recover faster at short downwind distances, where the whole wake is characterized as an array
of localized high velocity-deficit regions associated with each rotor. However, as the wake moves downstream, rotor wakes start interacting
with each other until they eventually form a single wake. This transition from a wake array to a single wake adversely affects the initial fast
recovery of multirotor turbine wakes. A budget analysis of mean kinetic energy is performed to analyze the energy transport into the wake
before and after this transition. In addition, the effect of different geometrical configurations on wake characteristics of a multirotor turbine
was examined. We found that the recovery rate of multirotor turbine wakes is enhanced by the increase in rotor spacing, whereas the number
and rotation direction of rotors do not play a significant role in the wake recovery. A simple analytical relationship is also developed to predict
the streamwise distance at which the transition from a wake array to a single wake occurs for multirotor wind turbines.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5097285., s

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to increase the power generated by each wind turbine,
the size of utility-scale wind turbines has been steadily increasing
over the last few decades. Although the use of these massive turbines
results in higher energy production, they are associated with high
manufacturing costs. Moreover, shipment, as well as the mainte-
nance of such large rotors, have proved to be formidable challenges,
in particular, for offshore installations. To address this problem,
there is a new interest in the use of multiple small rotors that are
installed on a single support structure, instead of a single big rotor
used in conventional turbines.1 Several structural and economical
benefits of such turbines have been identified in the literature.2–4

Prior studies5–7 have estimated a cost reduction of more than 15%
for a multimegawatt multirotor turbine compared to a single-rotor
turbine with the same rated power. Despite the potential advantage
of multirotor turbines, little is known about the complex interac-
tion of multirotor wakes, which occurs immediately behind these
turbines. The understanding of multirotor turbine wakes is both
practically and fundamentally of importance. Apart from practical

implications of multirotor turbines in future wind farm projects,
studies of their wake flows can provide valuable physical insights
into the complex interaction of wake flows generated by several
side-by-side objects.8,9 Note that multirotor turbines discussed in
this paper are conceptually different from coaxial rotors, commonly
known as dual rotors, which have received a great deal of attention
in the wind energy research community over the past few years (see,
for instance, Refs. 10 and 11, among others). Unlike dual rotors,
multirotor turbines discussed here consist of multiple rotors that are
installed next to each other on the same plane.

Among the few studies addressing wakes of multirotor wind
turbines, Ghaisas et al.12 used large-eddy simulations (LESs) coupled
with the standard actuator-disk model to compare the wake of a
multirotor turbine with the one of a conventional turbine comprised
of a single rotor per tower. They showed that the multirotor tur-
bine wake recovers faster, while the turbulence intensity in the wake
is smaller, compared to the wake of a single-rotor turbine. They
also studied wake flows in a row of five multirotor wind turbines,
aligned with the incoming wind, and found a higher power effi-
ciency for the multirotor wind farm compared to a single-rotor
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wind farm. However, in their simulations, a relatively large value
of spacing between the rotors (equal to one rotor diameter) was
considered. Moreover, due to the representation of turbines using
the standard actuator-disk model, effects of turbine-induced flow
rotation were dismissed. Recently, van der Laan et al.13 have studied
the wake flow behind the multirotor turbine demonstrator installed
by Vestas Wind Systems A/S. In particular, using Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations, they showed that the multiro-
tor wind turbine wake recovers faster compared to the wake of a
single-rotor wind turbine with an equivalent rotor diameter.

Despite the promising findings reported in the above-
mentioned studies, important remaining challenges are to under-
stand the physics of wake formation and recovery behind multirotor
wind turbines. In addition, the effects of rotor numbers, size, spac-
ing, and rotation on turbine wake characteristics remain to be elu-
cidated. In this study, LES is employed to study in detail the wake
of a multirotor wind turbine. The main focus of the present work is
to give a detailed comparison of the wake of a four-rotor wind tur-
bine with the one of a single-rotor turbine. Moreover, a parametric
study is carried out to examine wakes of multirotor turbines with dif-
ferent geometrical configurations (e.g., rotor spacing, rotor number,
and rotation direction). The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Sec. II, a summary of the LES framework is provided. Results are
presented in Sec. III, and Sec. IV summarizes main findings of this
paper.

II. LARGE-EDDY SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
The validated LES code used here solves the filtered Navier-

Stokes equations for incompressible turbulent flow as

∂ũi
∂xi
= 0, (1)

∂ũi
∂t

+ ũj
∂ũi
∂xj
= − 1

ρo
∂p̃
∂xi
− ∂τij

∂xj
− fi
ρo

, (2)

where (ũ1, ũ2, ũ3) = (ũ, ṽ, w̃) are the components of the filtered
velocity field and i = 1, 2, and 3, respectively, refer to the streamwise
x, spanwise y, and wall-normal z directions. Time is denoted by t, p̃
is the filtered pressure, ρo is the fluid density, τij is the subgrid-scale
stress tensor, and f i is a body force representing the effect of wind
turbines on the flow field. The code uses pseudospectral discretiza-
tion in the streamwise and spanwise directions and a second-order
finite difference scheme in the wall-normal direction. A second-
order Adam-Bashforth method is used for the time advancement.
The viscous forces are neglected in the governing equation since the
Reynolds number of the atmospheric boundary-layer flow is very
high. The Lagrangian scale-dependent Smagorinsky model is also
utilized to parameterize the subgrid-scale turbulent motions.14,15

The presented LES framework has been well validated and used in
earlier wind-energy research publications. The reader may refer to
Refs. 16–19 for a more detailed description of the LES framework
and the solver.

The inflow condition is generated using a precursor technique
and by simulating a neutrally stratified boundary layer over flat ter-
rain. The computational domain is 1600 m × 800 m × 355 m in the x,
y, and z directions, respectively, and it is discretized uniformly into
160 × 160 × 72 computational nodes. The boundary layer is driven

by an imposed pressure gradient. The aerodynamic surface rough-
ness is 0.005 m. The wall shear stress is computed according to the
standard log law.14,20 In wake flow simulations, a fringe zone is used
to adjust the flow from the downstream wake state to an undisturbed
inflow condition.21–23 The vertical profiles of mean wind speed and
turbulence intensity in the streamwise direction obtained from the
precursor simulation are shown in Fig. 1. The inflow has a mean
hub-height velocity ūh of about 8 m/s, where the overbar denotes
time averaging. The turbulence intensity I = σu/ūh at the hub height
is about 6.7%, where σu is the standard deviation of the streamwise
velocity.

The turbine-induced forces are parametrized using the rotat-
ing actuator-disk model.16 Unlike the standard actuator-disk model,
the rotating actuator-disk technique takes into account the effects
of turbine-induced flow rotation and nonuniform distribution of
forces.24 The aerodynamic forces acting on the blades are deter-
mined using the relative wind velocity, the geometry of the blade
airfoil, and the lift and drag characteristics of the blade obtained
from the tabulated airfoil data. More details on the rotating actuator-
disk model and its implementation and validation in the LES code
can be found in Refs. 16 and 24–26.

A schematic depicted in Fig. 2 shows the nomenclature used
in this paper to describe geometrical information of single-rotor
[henceforth referred to as single-rotor (SR)] and multirotor (hence-
forth referred to as MR) wind turbines. The diameter and hub height
of the SR turbine are denoted by D and zh, respectively. For MR
turbines, each rotor with a diameter denoted by d is spaced by s
from adjacent rotors. For the sake of simplicity, rotors are assumed
to be spaced equally in the horizontal and vertical directions in
this paper. In order to have equal frontal areas for a SR and a MR
turbine,

d = D√
n

, (3)

where n is the number of rotors. While the MR turbine, shown in
Fig. 2, has four rotors, MR turbines with different numbers of rotors

FIG. 1. Vertical profiles of (a) the time-averaged streamwise velocity ū, normalized
by ūh, and (b) the turbulence intensity I = σu/ūh(%) for the incoming flow. Horizontal
lines indicate the turbine hub height as well as the top and bottom rotor tips.
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FIG. 2. Schematic figure of (a) a single-rotor (SR) wind tur-
bine and (b) a multirotor (MR) wind turbine. Note that the
turbine towers shown are for illustrative purposes only, and
they are not modeled in the simulations.

n will be discussed in Sec. III D. To differentiate between these dif-
ferent cases, we, later on, use the term MRn, which refers to a MR
case with n rotors. Moreover, to support some of the provided argu-
ments, we occasionally discuss wakes of SRs with a hub height of
zh but a rotor diameter equal to the one of a MRn turbine [recall
from Eq. (3): d = D/

√
n for a MRn turbine]. To distinguish these

cases from the base SR case with D, the term SRn is hereafter used to
denote a SR case with a rotor diameter equal to D/

√
n.

The SR wind turbine simulated in this study is the Vestas V80-
2MW wind turbine with D = 80 m and zh = 70 m. Details of the
Vestas V80-2MW wind turbine in a simulation of an operational
wind farm can be found in Refs. 25 and 26. For smaller SR tur-
bines (i.e., SRn turbines with n > 1) and rotors of MR turbines,
scaled-down versions of the Vestas V80 rotor with the same blade
properties (e.g., identical normalized chord and twist distributions)
are adopted. All of the simulated cases are found to have relatively
similar values of the thrust coefficient CT , falling within the range of
0.8 ± 0.02.

Overall, in order to study different aspects of MR turbine aero-
dynamics, 14 different turbines as well as their wake flows are
numerically simulated in this paper. A detailed wake comparison of
a MR4 wind turbine with a SR one is provided in Sec. III A. Wake
flow distributions for MR4 turbines with three different values of
rotor spacing are examined in Sec. III B. The effect of rotor size on
wake characteristics is studied in Sec. III C by simulating four SR tur-
bines with different rotor diameters. In Sec. III D, four MR turbines
with different numbers of rotors are simulated to study how MR tur-
bine wakes are affected by numbers of rotors. Finally, the impact of
rotor rotation on MR turbine wake structures is investigated for six
MR turbines with different distributions of the rotation direction in
Sec. III E.

III. RESULTS
A. Detailed comparison of turbine wakes: MR vs SR
turbines

In the following, a detailed comparison of the wake of a SR tur-
bine with the one of a MR4 turbine, schematically shown in Fig. 2,
is presented. Note that the turbine towers shown in Fig. 2 are for
illustrative purposes only, and they are not modeled in the simula-
tions. Since the value of D is selected to be 80 m in this paper, based

on Eq. (3), d should be equal to 40 m for the MR4 case. The value
of rotor spacing s is selected to be 0.1d, inspired by the multirotor
turbine concept demonstrator previously installed by Vestas Wind
Systems A/S at DTU Risø campus.13

Although the main motive of this paper is to explore the far-
wake region of MR turbines, first, we briefly discuss the flow dis-
tribution immediately behind the turbine. The flow distribution in
the near wake serves as an initial condition for the far-wake region.
Therefore, prior to focusing on the far-wake region, it is useful to
investigate the minimum value of the streamwise velocity in the near
wake. Figure 3(a) shows the variation of ⟨ū⟩, normalized by ūh, as
wind passes through the wind turbine for both the MR4 and SR
cases, where ⟨⋅⟩ denotes spatial averaging over the rotor disk frontal
area. Downstream of the turbine, according to Bernoulli’s princi-
ple, the recovery of the air pressure leads to a further reduction
in the streamwise velocity until the wind speed eventually reaches
a minimum value, where the air pressure in the wake equals the
one in the surroundings. It is noteworthy to mention that the min-
imum streamwise velocity value in the near wake of the MR4 tur-
bine is different from the one for the SR turbine. This difference is
shown in Fig. 3(b), which plots the variation of the spatially aver-
aged velocity deficit ⟨Δū⟩, normalized by its value at the rotor plane
⟨Δūd⟩. The velocity deficit Δū(x, y, z) is defined as ūin(y, z) − ū(x,
y, z), where ūin is the time-averaged incoming velocity. As seen in
Fig. 3(b), the maximum velocity deficit in the wake of a MR4 turbine
is lower than the one of the SR turbine. In order to better investi-
gate this discrepancy, the results for a single rotor with a diameter
of D/

√
4 (i.e., SR4) is also reported in the figure. As shown, the

maximum velocity deficit for the MR4 case is smaller than the single-
rotor case regardless of its rotor diameter size. Interestingly, this
discrepancy can also be seen in the results reported in the previ-
ous works.12,13 We hypothesize that a low value of the maximum
velocity deficit for rotors in the MR4 case is due to local block-
age effects exerted by the adjacent rotors. This is elaborated in the
following.

For a rotor in an infinite medium, the well-known Betz the-
ory for an ideal streamtube passing through the rotor suggests that
Δūmax/Δūd is equal to 2. When a rotor is placed in a finite medium,
however, the blockage caused by the rotor accelerates the surround-
ing flow (i.e., bypass flow), which in turn can affect the wake struc-
ture. According to the model originally developed by Garrett and
Cummins27 for tidal turbines, one can write the below relationship
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FIG. 3. (a) Variation of the spatially averaged streamwise
velocity ⟨ū⟩, normalized by ūh, as wind passes through the
wind turbine, (b) variation of the spatially averaged veloc-
ity deficit ⟨Δū⟩, normalized by its value at the rotor plane
⟨Δūd⟩, and (c) variation of Δūmax /Δūd predicted by Eq. (4)
as a function of β and Δūd .

for a streamtube passing through a rotor in a finite medium28

β(Δūd − 1)[Δūd − 2(Δūmax − 1)2 + (3Δūmax − 3)(Δūd − 1) − 1]

− (Δūmax − 1)2(2Δūd − Δūmax) = 0, (4)

where β is the blockage ratio defined as the rotor frontal area to the
medium cross section. Note that the above equation is reduced to
Δūmax = 2Δūd for β equal to zero. Figure 3(c) shows the variation
of Δūmax/Δūd predicted by Eq. (4) as a function of β and Δūd. The
figure shows that the value of Δūmax/Δūd is significantly reduced by
an increase in β, especially for cases with high values of Δūd (i.e.,
high values of CT). For the extreme case when β is equal to one (i.e.,
the turbine occupies the whole flow cross section), Δūmax is the same
as Δū, which is expected according to the conservation of mass. As
pointed out by the works of Nishino and his co-authors (e.g., Refs. 29
and 30), the model expressed by Eq. (4) is a one-dimensional model
that is unable to distinguish between the so-called local and global
blockage effects. The global blockage is referred to the blockage of
the turbine with respect to the whole flow cross section, while the
local blockage concerns the local effect of each rotor on neighboring
ones. For the numerical setup, the global blockage effects are very
small and similar for both turbines (β is equal to 0.0177 for both SR
and MR4 cases). However, rotors experience local blockage effects
in the MR4 case as they are placed in close proximity of each other.
Since each rotor is confined by the neighboring rotors only from
three sides, the local value of β in Eq. (4) cannot be determined, and
therefore it is impossible to quantify local blockage effects using this
equation. However, Fig. 3(c) confirms that the flow blockage essen-
tially reduces the value of Δūmax/Δūd, which is in agreement with our
LES data shown in Fig. 3(b).

We now turn our attention to the wake flow distribution further
downstream. Figure 4 shows contours of the normalized velocity
deficit Δū/ūh in vertical planes, normal to the incoming flow, at dif-
ferent downwind locations for both the SR and the MR4 turbines.
To facilitate quantitative comparison between the wakes of the two

turbines, Fig. 5 shows lateral and vertical profiles of the normalized
velocity deficit Δū/ūh at several downwind locations. Note that, for
the MR4 case, the center of rotors has vertical and horizontal off-
sets with a magnitude of (d + s)/2 with respect to the center of the
SR. In order to better compare the wakes, therefore, velocity deficit
profiles are plotted along two vertical lines [i.e., y = 0, and y = −(d
+ s)/2] and two horizontal lines [i.e., z = zh and z = zh − (d + s)/2]. At
short downwind distances (e.g., x = 2D), as seen in both Figs. 4 and 5,
the flow downwind of the MR turbine is characterized by four local-
ized, high velocity deficit regions associated with the wakes of the
four rotors. As the flow moves downstream, the wakes of the indi-
vidual rotors start mixing with each other, which makes the whole
wake of the MR4 turbine more uniformly distributed at x = 4D. Fur-
ther downstream at x = 7D, the wake of the MR4 turbine resembles
the one of the SR turbine, with a maximum velocity deficit at (y, z)
≃ (0, zh). Ultimately, the wakes of the SR and MR4 turbines have
almost identical mean flow distribution at x = 10D.

In the following, we attempt to unravel how the MR4 wake
evolves as it moves downstream. Figure 6 shows variation of the nor-
malized wake center velocity ūc/ūh as well as its normalized spatial
derivative in the streamwise direction [i.e., (D/ūh)∂ūc/∂x]. The latter
is used to indicate the local wake recovery rate for a given streamwise
location. Note that for the MR4 turbine, the wake center velocity
can be defined as either (i) the one downwind of the rotor center
(average of four rotors), henceforth referred to as rotor center (RC),
or (ii) the one downwind of the turbine center [i.e., at (y, z) = (0,
zh)], henceforth referred to as turbine center (TC). The wake cen-
ter velocities, based on both definitions, are shown in Fig. 6 for the
MR4 case. The figure shows that initially (e.g., at x = 2D) the RC
velocity for the MR4 case is slightly higher than the one of the SR. As
discussed earlier, this is due to the fact that the rotors of the MR tur-
bine are subject to local blockage effects. Up to around x = 4D, one
can observe that the RC velocity recovers faster (i.e., higher values
of ∂ūc/∂x) for the MR4. On the other hand, due to the expansion of
rotor wakes, the effect of wake rotors is gradually seen at the turbine
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FIG. 4. Contours of the time-averaged
normalized velocity deficit Δū/ūh in ver-
tical planes, normal to the incoming flow,
at different downwind locations for both
the SR (top) and the MR4 turbine (bot-
tom). For each case, the black circles
show the frontal area of the wind turbine.

center (TC), and thereby the TC velocity decreases until it eventually
becomes equal to the RC velocity at around x = 4.5D. At this posi-
tion, the MR4 turbine wake is expected to have a relatively uniform
(i.e., top-hat) velocity distribution. One can thus observe an inter-
mediate region (x = 4–5D for this setup), where the transition of the
MR4 turbine wake from an array of wakes to one single wake occurs.
Further downstream, the MR4 turbine wake behaves in a manner
similar to a single turbine wake. For instance, velocity deficit profiles
can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution with the maximum
value at the TC. Akin to the single turbine wake, Fig. 6 also shows

that the wind speed recovery rate of the TC velocity for the MR4
turbine becomes positive in the post-transition region.

In terms of wake recovery, Fig. 6 reveals that the MR4 tur-
bine wake recovers faster than the SR turbine wake at first, where it
is characterized as a wake array. Further downstream, wake rotors,
however, form a single wake that recovers slower than a SR turbine
wake. To better explain this process, we carry out an analysis of the
mean kinetic energy budget for the wakes of both turbines. As shown
in previous studies,31–38 this analysis can provide valuable insights
into the physics of energy exchanges between the incoming flow and

FIG. 5. Vertical (top) and lateral (bottom) profiles of the normalized velocity deficit Δū/ūh at different downwind locations. Line plots are described by the pictorial legend
shown next to the figure.
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FIG. 6. Variation of the normalized streamwise wake center
velocity (top) and its derivative (bottom) with the streamwise
distance. For the MR4 turbine, RC denotes the stream-
wise velocity downwind of the rotor center (averaged of four
rotors), while TC represents the velocity downwind of the
turbine center with (y, z) equal to (0, zh).

turbine wakes. The kinetic energy budget of the mean flow in the
steady-state form can be mathematically expressed as36

ūj
∂K̄
∂xj

²
Adv.

= − ūi
ρo

∂p̄
∂xi

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
Wp

−
∂[ūi(τ̄ij + ũ′i ũ

′

j)]
∂xj

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
Tt

+ (τ̄ij + ũ′i ũ
′

j)
∂ūi
∂xj

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
−Ps

− ūi f̄i
ρo
±
Wt

, (5)

where ũ′i = ũi− ūi. The kinetic energy of the mean flow is denoted by
K̄ = 0.5ūiūi. The term denoted by Adv. represents the advection of
the mean kinetic energy by the mean flow, Wp shows the work done
by the mean pressure gradient, Tt describes the mean kinetic energy
transport via turbulence, Ps represents the production of turbulent

kinetic energy due to flow shear, and Wt is the work done by the
turbine.

Downstream of a turbine, Wt is zero since there are no turbine-
induced forces at those locations. Hence, the advection term (Adv.)
in Eq. (5) is balanced by the sum of pressure, transport, and produc-
tion terms in the far-wake region of a turbine.

Figure 7 shows contours of the pressure term Wp, normalized
by ū3

h/D, for the wakes of both turbines in vertical planes, normal
to the incoming flow, at different streamwise locations. As expected,
due to the recovery of air pressure behind the turbine, Wp is mostly
negative in the wake region. It will be, however, seen later that Wp
has small values compared to the transport and production terms in
the far-wake region, where the change in air pressure is negligible.

FIG. 7. Contours of the mean pressure-gradient work W p, normalized by ū3
h/D, in vertical planes, normal to the incoming flow, at different downwind locations for both the

SR (top) and the MR4 turbine (bottom). For each case, the black circles show the frontal area of the wind turbine.
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Hence, the main focus will be given to the production and transport
terms in the following.

Contours of the production term Ps at different streamwise
positions are shown in Fig. 8. Given that Ps is generally positive, this
term is a sink of energy in Eq. (5), and it basically shows how much
energy is transferred from the mean flow to turbulence. As seen in
the figure, Ps has generally high values at the outer edges of wakes,
which is associated with the strong mean flow shear at these loca-
tions.18 In addition, due to the strong flow shear at the center of the
MR4 wake at x = 2D (see Fig. 5), Fig. 8 shows that there is a con-
siderable amount of turbulence production in this region. Further
downstream, however, the MR4 wake forms a single wake with a
more uniform distribution as discussed earlier. This diminishes the
turbulence production in the MR4 wake particularly at the wake cen-
ter for x ≥ 4D. In comparison with the SR wake, there is also lower
turbulence production at the edges of the MR4 wake at this stream-
wise region. This is expected given that overall the MR4 wake has a
more uniform velocity distribution, as shown in Fig. 5, compared to
the SR turbine wake.

As we know, turbulence plays a key role in transporting the
mean kinetic energy from one location to another in turbulent flows.
The amount of this energy transport is quantified by the transport
term Tt in Eq. (5). Contours of the normalized Tt are shown in Fig. 9
for the wakes of two turbines at different streamwise positions. One
can observe that Tt is generally negative for the outer flow and posi-
tive within the wake. Moreover, the magnitude of Tt is overall larger
than Ps. This suggests that although some amount of mean kinetic
energy is consumed by Ps to generate turbulence, the generated tur-
bulence has a more profound effect on the mean kinetic energy by
transferring the energy from outer flow into the wake. This phe-
nomenon is often called energy entrainment which occurs for any
turbulent wake flow.39

For the MR4 wake at x = 2D, the energy transport from sur-
roundings seems to be more effective. This can be explained by (i)
higher values of Ps at the edges of the MR4 wake and also (ii) larger
wake boundaries (i.e., wake perimeter) for the MR4 wake. In addi-
tion to the energy entrainment from surroundings, at x = 2D, there
is another strong energy entrainment from the MR4 wake center,
as shown in Fig. 9. The central part of the MR4 wake at x = 2D is
characterized by relatively high levels of both wind speed (Fig. 4)
and generated turbulence (Fig. 8), both of which enhance the energy
transport Tt according to Eq. (5). This explains why the MR4 wake
initially recovers faster, as shown in Fig. 6. The transition of the
MR4 wake from an array of wakes to a single wake that occurs fur-
ther downstream, however, terminates the energy transport from the
central part. Lack of energy entrainment from the center together
with lower entrainment from surroundings (due to the lower level
of turbulence at wake edges) makes the MR4 wake recover slower
than the SR one in the post-transition region.

Despite the favorable impact of generated turbulence on energy
entrainment and wake recovery, unsteadiness caused by turbulence
increases fatigue loads on downwind wind turbines.40 To shed light
on this problem, we conclude this section by comparing the amount
of wake turbulence added by the MR4 turbine with the one corre-
sponding to the SR turbine wake. Streamwise turbulence intensity at
a given location added due to the presence of the turbine is given by

I+ = +
√

I2 − I2
in I ≥ Iin,

I+ = −
√

I2
in − I2 I < Iin,

(6)

where Iin is the incoming streamwise turbulence intensity plotted
in Fig. 1. Figure 10 shows contours of added streamwise turbulence
intensity I+ in vertical planes normal to the incoming flow for both

FIG. 8. Contours of the turbulence production Ps due to flow shear, normalized by ū3
h/D, in vertical planes, normal to the incoming flow, at different downwind locations for

both the SR (top) and the MR4 turbine (bottom). For each case, the black circles show the frontal area of the wind turbine.
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FIG. 9. Contours of mean kinetic energy transport T t via turbulence, normalized by ū3
h/D, in vertical planes, normal to the incoming flow, at different downwind locations for

both the SR (top) and the MR4 turbine (bottom). For each case, the black circles show the frontal area of the wind turbine.

turbines at several downwind locations. Vertical and lateral profiles
of I+ are also shown in Fig. 11. In general, we observe that although
the turbulence added by the MR4 turbine is higher for smaller down-
wind distances, it becomes lower than the one of the SR turbine at
x > 4. Given the fact that the turbine spacing in wind farms is usually
equal or bigger than 5D, this highlights another advantage of using

MR turbines in wind farms. Additionally, even though both turbines
suppress turbulence in the proximity of ground at large downwind
distances, the MR turbine does it more profoundly. The suppression
of turbulence in this region is most likely due to the reduction in the
mean shear and associated turbulence production (shown in Fig. 8)
caused by the presence of the turbine.41–43

FIG. 10. Contours of added streamwise turbulence intensity I+ in vertical planes, normal to the incoming flow, at different downwind locations for both the SR (top) and the
MR turbine (bottom). For each case, the black circles show the frontal area of the wind turbine.
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FIG. 11. Vertical (top) and lateral (bottom) profiles of added streamwise turbulence intensity I+ at a few downwind locations. Line plots are described by the pictorial legend
shown next to the figure.

B. Multirotor turbine wakes: Effect of rotor spacing

Spacing between SR wind turbines within wind farms is known
to have a substantial impact on wake flow distributions.44,45 For a
MR turbine, Ghaisas et al.12 studied the effect of rotor spacing on
the mean wake flow downwind of the turbine. They reported that
the disk-averaged velocity in the wake region is relatively insensi-
tive to the rotor spacing. However, they considered a relatively large
tip clearance (factors of 1d) in their simulations. Given structural
constraints, the tip clearance of MR turbines is expected to be con-
siderably smaller than 1d, therefore, it is of interest to examine the
impact of more realistic rotor spacing values on MR turbine wakes.
Figure 12 shows the variation of ⟨Δū⟩/ūh in the streamwise direc-
tion for the wake of the SR turbine as well as the MR4 one with three
different values of rotor spacing (i.e., s = 0, 0.1d, 0.25d). It can be
seen that, with respect to the SR turbine, the MR4 turbine has low
values of velocity deficit in the streamwise range of 2-8D, where a

downwind turbine is most likely located, for all the tested rotor spac-
ing. Moreover, the figure shows that an increase in rotor spacing
further reduces the wake velocity deficit. This can be explained by
considering the fact that an increase in rotor spacing extends the
streamwise distance that each rotor wake can travel downstream
without having strong interactions with the wake of adjacent rotors.
In other words, an increase in rotor spacing postpones the tran-
sition from a wake array to a single wake. To better examine the
effect of spacing on the wake transition, we define the streamwise
transition length LT as the streamwise distance at which the veloc-
ity downwind of the turbine center (TC) becomes equal to the
one downwind of the rotor center (RC) (average of four rotors).
Figure 13(a) shows the value of LT based on the LES results for
the three different values of rotor spacing. We observe that LT
increases approximately linearly with the rotor spacing s/d. Ana-
lytical wake modeling can be used to predict the transition length
LT . In general, an analytical wake model describes the wake velocity

FIG. 12. Variation of the normalized velocity deficit, aver-
aged over the rotors, ⟨Δū⟩/ūh with the streamwise dis-
tance for the SR turbine as well as the MR turbines with
different values of rotor spacing.
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FIG. 13. The normalized transition length LT /D of the MR4
turbine wake for different values of (a) rotor spacing s/d and
(b) incoming turbulence intensity Iin(%). For the latter, s is
equal to 0.1d.

deficit as
Δū
ūh
= C(x)f (r), (7)

where C is the maximum velocity deficit for a given streamwise loca-
tion. f (r) represents the velocity deficit distribution as a function r,
where r is the radial distance from the rotor center. For instance,
f (r) is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution in the model devel-
oped by Bastankhah and Porté-Agel.46 In order to find LT , we next
use Eq. (7) to calculate the velocity deficit at the turbine center (TC)
as well as the rotor center (RC). Note that linear superposition of
velocity deficit is used to account for the velocity deficit caused by all
the four rotors. The validity of linear superposition for MR turbine
wakes is later elaborated in Sec. III D. At a given streamwise loca-
tion, the resultant velocity deficit at the turbine center ΔūTC can be
written as

ΔūTC
ūh
= 4C(x)f(d + s√

2
). (8)

Note that the radial distance between each rotor center and the tur-
bine center is (d+ s)/

√
2 (see Fig. 2). Likewise, the resultant velocity

deficit behind a rotor center ΔūRC is equal to

ΔūRC
ūh
= C(x) + 2C(x)f (d + s) + C(x)f (

√
2(d + s)). (9)

The second and third terms on the right side of Eq. (9) indicate
the velocity deficit caused by the adjacent rotors. At x equal to LT ,
ΔūTC given by Eq. (8) should be the same as ΔūRC determined by
Eq. (9). Equating Eqs. (8) and (9), removing C(x) from both sides,
and substituting (s + d)/

√
(2) with r∗ yield

1 + 2f (
√

2r∗) + f (2r∗) = 4f (r∗). (10)

If f (r) is expressed as a Gaussian profile, f (ar) is equal to f (a
2
)(r).

Therefore, Eq. (10) can be rewritten as

f 4(r∗) + 2f 2(r∗) − 4f (r∗) + 1 = 0. (11)

Solving the above polynomial equation to find its real roots, we get
either f = 1 or f ≈ 0.2956. The Gaussian distribution of f (r∗) can be
mathematically expressed as

f (r∗) = exp(− r
∗2

2σ2 ), (12)

where σ is the wake width at a given streamwise location. Based on
Eq. (12), f = 0 is satisfied only at x →∞, where σ is infinitely large,
and therefore at x = LT , f ≈ 0.2956. σ at x = LT is given by46

σ
d
= k∗ LT

d
+ 𝜖, (13)

where k∗ is the wake growth rate and 𝜖 is the normalized initial
wake width, which is a function of the turbine thrust coefficient (see
the original paper46 for more information). From Eqs. (12) and (13)
and bearing in mind that f ≈ 0.2956 and r∗ = (d + s)/

√
2, one can

conclude that
LT
d
≈ 1
k∗
[1 + (s/d)

2.2
− 𝜖]. (14)

The solid line in Fig. 13 shows the predictions of LT based on the
above equation. The wake growth rate k∗ is estimated based on the
empirical relationship suggested in Ref. 47. Note that, for being con-
sistent with the rest of the manuscript, Lt is normalized by D in
Fig. 13. Therefore, the shown values for Lt in the figure are half of
those calculated by Eq. (14). The figure shows that this simple rela-
tionship is able to rather acceptably predict the transition length for
MR turbine wakes with different values of rotor spacing. Moreover,
it can be used to examine the effect of other parameters on the wake
transition length. For instance, Fig. 13(b) shows the variation of LT
with the incoming turbulence for a rotor spacing of s = 0.1d. It can be
seen that the transition to a single wake occurs much faster for more
turbulent inflow conditions. For instance, LT is only slightly more
than 2D for Iin equal to 15%. This suggests that the use of MR tur-
bines in wind farms is more likely to be profitable if they operate in
smooth inflows such as those at offshore locations. Figure 13(b) can
also explain recent results reported by van der Laan and Abkar48 for
an array of MR turbines. They found that the wind farm efficiency
can be improved by using MR turbines instead of SR turbines. How-
ever, this improvement is only limited to a few first turbine rows in a
wind farm, and the performance of MR turbines further downstream
is similar to those in a wind farm consisting of SR turbines. This
observation can be explained by the fact that a higher level of turbu-
lence within wind farms leads to an earlier transition of MR turbine
wakes to single wakes, as shown in Fig. 13(b). As a result, wakes of
MR turbines deep inside wind farms do not recover considerably
faster than those of SR turbines.

It is important to note that our LES results are not sufficient
to validate the analytical relationship discussed above, especially
for the effect of incoming turbulence intensity, and more rigorous
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validation studies need to be done in future works. It might also
be worth recalling that Eq. (14) is derived for a MR4 turbine with
the geometrical layout shown in Fig. 2. Similar relationships can be,
however, derived for MR turbines with other geometrical layouts.

We conclude this section by pointing out that our results show
that the MR4 turbine power is about 2% more than that of the SR
turbine, which is in agreement with findings of van der Laan et al.13

Note that the reported power increase for the MR4 turbine is found
to be relatively the same for the three studied values of rotor spacing.

C. Wake recovery: Effect of rotor size
The budget analysis of mean kinetic energy showed that MR

turbines benefit from a faster wake recovery at short and moderate
downwind distances as they are characterized by higher turbulence
production due to higher mean flow shear (i.e., velocity gradients).
Among different velocity gradient terms contributing to a higher
shear production, ∂ū/∂y and ∂ū/∂z are arguably the most dominant
ones in the far-wake region. These two terms are in the same order
of magnitude as ΔūRC/l, where l is the cross-stream length scale.
Assuming the wake expands linearly, l is proportional to the rotor
diameter.49 Therefore, one can relate the initial faster wake recovery
observed for MR turbines to their smaller rotor size since a smaller
rotor size leads to a shorter cross-stream length scale12 and, thereby,
stronger values of velocity gradients (i.e., ΔūRC/l).

To better understand how the wake recovery is influenced by
the rotor size, LESs are performed to compare wakes of SRn tur-
bines with the same hub height but with different rotor diameters,
denoted by Dn = D/

√
n, where n varies from 1 to 7. Figure 14(a)

shows the variation of the normalized maximum velocity deficit with
the streamwise distance, normalized by D. The figure clearly shows
that the smaller the turbine is, the faster its wake recovers. This is
indeed due to the fact that a given streamwise location is in fact
much further downstream for a smaller turbine, with respect to its
rotor size. For instance, a streamwise distance of 4D is equivalent to
8D4 for a SR4 turbine. If the streamwise distance for each turbine is
normalized by its corresponding rotor diameter Dn, then Fig. 14(b)
shows that all the curves approximately collapse onto a single curve
representing a universal behavior of turbine wakes in a coordinate

system that is normalized by each turbine rotor diameter. This can
also be verified by the expression used to quantify wake growth in
analytical wake models. For instance, as discussed in Sec. III B, the
wake width σ for a SRn turbine can be estimated by k∗x/Dn + 𝜖.
Therefore, the wake recovery rate in global coordinates is, in fact,
k∗/Dn, which indeed increases with the decrease in Dn. For a coor-
dinate system normalized by Dn, however, the wake recovery rate is
equal to k∗. The value of k∗ is known to mainly depend on incom-
ing flow conditions, which are almost the same for the different SR
turbines as they are subject to the same boundary-layer inflow. Note
that Fig. 14(b) shows a slight difference in the wake velocity deficit
profiles associated with different turbines. This discrepancy might be
due to the fact that rotors with different sizes are subject to slightly
different incoming velocity profiles, given the logarithmic shape of
the boundary-layer flow. This can be also partly due to different lev-
els of turbulence generated by flow shears in wakes of rotors with
different sizes.

Bearing the results shown in this section in mind, it is of interest
to investigate the wakes of MR turbines with different sizes of rotors.
This is discussed in Sec. III D.

D. Multirotor turbine wakes: Effect of rotor number
In this section, we examine the effect of numbers of rotors on

the wake of a MR turbine. In addition to the MR4 turbine, LESs are
performed to quantify flow distributions downwind of a MR2 tur-
bine and a MR7 one. Variations of the normalized velocity deficit,
averaged over rotors, with streamwise distance are plotted in Fig. 15
for different turbines. For the sake of a fair comparison, the same
normalized spacing (i.e., s = 0.1d) is used for all of the MR turbines.
The figure shows that the increase in the number of rotors from
two to four leads to the reduction in the velocity deficit in the wake
at moderate downwind distances (i.e., x < 5D). However, a further
increase in rotor numbers to seven results in a marginal reduction in
the wake velocity deficit.

Even though, based on Fig. 14, wakes of smaller single rotors
recover faster, Fig. 15 shows that the faster recovery of a single wake
does not necessarily lead to an overall faster wake recovery when
there is an array of rotors operating as a MR turbine (e.g., compare

FIG. 14. Variation of the normalized maximum velocity
deficit (a) with streamwise distance normalized by D and
(b) with streamwise distance normalized by Dn. The value
of Dn for a SRn turbine is equal to D/√n.
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FIG. 15. Variation of the normalized velocity deficit, aver-
aged over rotors, with streamwise distance for turbines with
different numbers of rotors.

the wake of a MR7 turbine with the one of MR4 turbine). To better
understand the reason behind this, it can be useful to look at Fig. 16,
which shows the lateral profiles of the normalized velocity deficit for
different turbines. As shown on schematic turbines depicted on the
right side of the figure, the profiles are plotted at the hub height for
all of the MR turbines, except for the MR4 turbine. For this turbine,
lateral profiles are plotted at the height where the wake is initially
stronger [i.e., z = zh + (d + s)/2]. The figure clearly shows that wakes
of MR turbines with higher numbers of rotors have lower values of
velocity deficit at first (e.g., x = 2D). As shown in Fig. 14, this is
mainly due to the faster wake recovery for smaller rotors. However,
the figure shows that the transition from a wake array to a single
wake occurs much faster for MR turbines with higher numbers of
rotors. This is because the use of a higher number of rotors makes
the whole wake flow distribution more uniform. For instance, based
on Fig. 16, one can infer that LT is about 7D for the MR2 turbine,
while it is reduced to about 4D for a MR4 turbine, and it is indeed less
than 4D for the MR7 turbine. For streamwise distances greater than
LT , the cross-stream length scale is proportional to D rather than d,
which results in a much slower wake recovery. In other words, for a
given MR turbine with high number of rotors, the early transition to
a single wake can overshadow the initial fast recovery of small rotor
wakes.

To predict wake flow distributions for MR turbines with higher
numbers of rotors, the Gaussian wake model proposed by Bas-
tankhah and Porté-Agel46 is employed. As mentioned earlier, the
wake recovery rate k∗ for the analytical wake model is estimated
based on the empirical relationship reported by Ref. 47. To estimate
the whole flow distribution in a MR turbine wake, the wake of rotors
can be superposed either linearly or nonlinearly. Based on the linear
superposition of rotor wakes, the velocity deficit Δū for a MR turbine
wake is given by ∑n

i=1 Δūi, where Δūi is the velocity deficit caused
by the ith rotor. Alternatively, based on the nonlinear superposition
method, the total velocity deficit Δū is estimated by

√
∑n

i=1(Δūi)2.
Predictions of the Gaussian wake model using both of these super-
position methods are shown in Fig. 16. The figure reveals that the
linear superposition provides more satisfactory predictions, which
is in agreement with the results of Ghaisas et al.12 The results of the
two different superposition methods deviate more from each other
for MR turbines with higher numbers of rotors. According to the
analytical model predictions, in the far-wake region, wakes of MR19
and MR37 have values of velocity deficit relatively similar to those

of other MR turbines, despite having lower velocity deficit values at
first. Note that, however, analytical model predictions for MR tur-
bines with high numbers of rotors at long downwind distances (e.g.,
10D) should be treated with extra care since the validity of some
assumptions used to develop the Gaussian wake model (e.g., linear
growth of the rotor wakes) can be questionable very far from each
rotor. Note that, for instance, x = 10D is about 44d and 61d for MR19
and MR37, respectively.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the LES results show
that the power output of the MR wind turbines slightly increases
by increasing the number of rotors. In particular, we found
that the power production of the MR2, MR4, and MR7 tur-
bines is higher than the SR turbine by about 1.5%, 2%, and 4%,
respectively.

E. Effect of rotation
In Secs. III A–III D, wakes of MR turbines with conventional

rotors turning clockwise, seen from upstream, are discussed. How-
ever, rotors of an MR turbine can essentially rotate in a different
direction with respect to adjacent rotors. It is therefore of interest to
examine the possibility of speeding up the wake recovery with the
right choice of rotor rotation direction. This is based on the assump-
tion that swirl motions induced by rotation of rotors can construc-
tively interact with each other in such a way that they might be able
to channel the outer flow into the wake and thereby enhancing flow
entrainment. This hypothesis is examined in the following for an
MR4 turbine with a rotor spacing s of 0.1d. An MR4 turbine can basi-
cally operate with 16 (i.e., 24) different distributions of the rotation
direction. Among those, six cases that are deemed to be the most rel-
evant ones were numerically simulated via LES, as shown in Fig. 17.
Rotation directions of rotors for each case are shown schematically
at the top of the figure. The figure shows contours of normalized
velocity deficit overlaid with vectors of cross-stream velocity compo-
nents at x = 3D for different rotation cases. R1 denotes the reference
case at which all of the rotors turn clockwise, whereas in other five
cases (R2–6), two out of four rotors turn clockwise and the other two
turn counterclockwise. It is also worth mentioning that the rotation
directions of rotors are seen from upstream in the schematic panel
(positive y-axis points left), while velocity contours are plotted in a
conventional viewing angle from downstream (positive y-axis points
right). That is why it seems at first glance that rotors turn in the
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FIG. 16. Lateral profiles of the normalized velocity deficit at different streamwise locations. Each column of subfigures corresponds to a given streamwise location, while each
row represents the data associated with a given turbine shown on the right side of the figure. LES data are shown by blue circles, and analytical model predictions based on
linear and nonlinear superposition are shown by solid and dashed lines, respectively. As shown by solid blue lines on schematics of turbines, lateral velocity deficit profiles
are plotted at z = zh for all of the turbines, except for the MR4 turbine for which z = zh + (d + s)/2.

same direction as their wakes. However, as we know, a rotor wake
turns in the opposite direction of that of the rotor, according to the
conservation of angular momentum.50,51

As observed in Fig. 17, swirl motions induced by any two adja-
cent rotors turning in the same direction (e.g., top rotors in R1 and
R2) do not lead to significant inward momentum flux through their
middle gap. It is simply due to the fact that wake rotation of one
negates effects of the other. In contrast, when the two adjacent rotors
turn in opposite directions with respect to each other, they both
generate unidirectional momentum flux in their middle gap (e.g.,
top rotors in R3). This observation suggests that cases with rotors
turning in the same direction (e.g., R1) cannot contribute greatly to
flow entrainment. On the other hand, for MR turbines with oppos-
ing rotation directions of rotors such as those in R5 and R6, it is

impossible to have inward flows from all around the turbine. For
instance, in R5, there is lateral inward momentum flux from right
and left, while the wake loses its momentum due to the vertical
outward flux from above and below. Case R6 is opposite, with ver-
tical inward momentum flux from above and below, and outward
momentum flux from lateral sides.

One can infer that wakes of cases with downward momentum
flux from the top (e.g., R4 and R6) are likely to recover faster given
that more energy is available at higher heights of the boundary layer.
To test this assumption, Fig. 18 shows variations of the spatially
averaged normalized velocity deficit Δ⟨ū⟩/ūh as well as the cross-
stream velocity magnitude ⟨

√
v̄2 + w̄2⟩/ūh for six different cases. As

seen in the figure, the rotation direction of rotors surprisingly seems
to have a negligible effect on the wake recovery. In order to better
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FIG. 17. Contours of the normalized
velocity deficit Δū/ūh at x = 3D for an
MR4 turbine (s = 0.1d) with different
rotation directions.

understand why cross-stream momentum fluxes shown in Fig. 17
do not impact the wake recovery, Fig. 19 shows a few representa-
tive streamlines for one of the cases, namely, R6, but the discussion
can be easily extended to other cases as well. Four streamlines with

FIG. 18. Variations of the normalized velocity deficit Δū/ūh (top panel) as well
as cross-stream velocity magnitude

√
v̄2 + w̄2/ūh (bottom panel), averaged over

rotors, with streamwise distance for MR turbines with different rotation directions.
Cases of R1–6 are defined in Fig. 17.

different starting points are depicted. Streamlines 1 and 2 are drawn
to illustrate the strength of the wake rotation at different stream-
wise locations, while streamlines 3 and 4 help us to better understand
flows above and beside the MR4 turbine, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 19(b), streamline 3 initially diverges from the
wake (at x < 2D), but it then converges to the wake further down-
stream. The initial divergence of streamline 3 from the wake can be
explained by the fact that at very short streamwise distances (e.g.,
x = 1D), as revealed in Fig. 19(a), the flow around the wake cross
section moves outward due to flow blockage, despite movements
induced by the wake rotation. In other words, blockage effects out-
weigh swirl motions and thus swirl motions can possibly enhance
flow entrainment only further downstream (e.g., x = 3D) when
blockage effects are negligible. However, at x > 2D, swirl motions
induced by wake rotation are not anymore strong enough [see
streamlines 1 and 2 in Fig. 19(a)] to substantially enhance the flow
entrainment. For streamline 4, as seen in Fig. 19(c), both flow block-
age and swirl motions due to wake rotation act in the same direction
by moving the flow streamline away from the wake center.

It is worth mentioning that the presented results on the effect
of wake rotation are related to one given rotor spacing (i.e., s = 0.1d).
Therefore, whether the wake rotation has more important effects for
other values of rotor spacing remains an open question and can be
addressed in future works. Moreover, it is important to note that in
very large wind farms, vertical turbulent kinetic energy flux is the
main mechanism of energy transport from the flow above into the
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FIG. 19. (a) Contours of normalized velocity deficit overlaid
by vector plots of cross-stream velocity components at dif-
ferent streamwise distances for case R6 defined in Fig. 17.
Color lines represent a few representative streamlines in
the wake region. (b) Projection of streamline 3 on a vertical
x–z plane. (c) Projection of streamline 4 on a horizontal x–y
plane.

wind farm array.31,32,52,53 For large wind farms consisting of MR tur-
bines, therefore, cases such as R4 and R6 might be of interest as they
can generate an additional vertical flux of kinetic energy driven by
mean swirl motions.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
A suite of LES in which turbine rotors are modeled as actuator

disks was performed to study wake characteristics of MR turbines.
Special focus is given to a detailed comparison of the wake of a SR
turbine with the one of a MR turbine, whose geometrical arrange-
ment is relatively similar to the Vestas multirotor turbine demon-
strator. Our results show that, at first, the wake of the MR turbine
consists of localized and high velocity-deficit regions downwind of
each rotor. In comparison with the SR case, the maximum velocity
deficit is found to be fairly smaller immediately behind each rotor of
the MR turbine, which is arguably due to local flow blockage caused
by adjacent rotors. It is also found that the MR turbine wake ini-
tially recovers faster than the one of the SR turbine although this fast

recovery lasts only until wakes of multirotors mix and form a sin-
gle wake. The mean kinetic energy budget analysis was employed to
elucidate the effect of energy transport due to turbulence production
on the MR turbine wake transition to a single wake. This analysis
underpins the pivotal impact of this transition upon the recovery of
MR turbine wakes.

The LES results of MR turbine wakes for different values of
rotor spacing showed that wakes of MR turbines with larger rotor
spacing are characterized by lower values of velocity deficit. This was
explained by the fact that the increase in rotor spacing postpones
the wake transition to a single wake. Using the analytical Gaussian
wake model, a simple relationship was developed that can estimate
the transition length for a MR turbine as a function of rotor spac-
ing and inflow conditions. In addition to rotor spacing, the effect of
rotor numbers on MR turbine wakes was examined in this paper.
Our results show that increasing the number of rotors (and thereby
reducing the size of rotors) has two opposing effects on the recovery
of MR turbine wakes. Due to the smaller size of rotors, the wake of
each individual rotor recovers faster given its shorter cross-stream
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length scale. However, a higher number of rotors makes the whole
wake flow distribution more uniform which leads to an earlier tran-
sition of the wake array to a single wake. The effect of the rotation
direction of rotors on wake flow distribution is also examined. Our
results show that the distribution of the rotation direction of rotors
cannot drastically alter the wake recovery for the studied MR tur-
bine. Swirl motions caused by rotation of rotors cannot lead to flow
entrainment through all the wake borders. Flow entrainment from
a given direction (e.g., from above) can be achieved at the expense
of losing momentum from another side. More importantly, move-
ments due to the wake rotation are found to be overshadowed by
the omnidirectional outward flow caused by flow blockage at short
downwind distances.

Overall, consistent with the prior studies,12,13 our results high-
light that the use of MR turbines can mitigate wake effects in wind
farms. In comparison with the SR turbine wake, all of the tested
MR turbine wakes in this paper were associated with lower values
of velocity deficit and turbulence intensity at streamwise locations
where a downstream turbine is usually installed (i.e., 5–8D). How-
ever, note that the advantage of MR turbine wakes over SR turbine
ones is less plausible when the incoming flow is highly turbulent,
considering the earlier transition of the wake array to a single wake
in this case. More research on the effect of incoming turbulence on
MR turbine wakes should be thus performed in future works. More-
over, further research is needed to study near wakes of multirotor
turbines and their complex vortex dynamics. For instance, effects
of adjacent rotors on the stability of tip vortices can be fruitfully
explored by conducting either laboratory experiments or numeri-
cal simulations using high-resolution actuator-line techniques and
advanced vortex methods.
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